Pan-nationalism workshop 27.9.2021

**Scandinavianism and Nordism in international perspective**
CENS, University of Helsinki

**Monday 27 September (University Main Building, Unionsgatan 34, room3031)**
9.55: We meet outside the University Main Building facing the Senate Square (Unionsgatan 34)
10.00-10.15: Welcome and presentation of book project: Pan-nationalisms, a reappraisal: Nordic experiences in comparison, 1840–1940 (Ruth Hemstad & Peter Stadius)
10.15-12.15: Article draft presentations (30 min each)
   Anna Bohlin (comments: Peter)
   Niri Ragnvald Johnsen (comments: Evgenii)
   Evgenii Egorov (comments: Mikael)
   Mikael Björk-Winberg (comments: Niri)

12.15-13.30: Lunch
Zoom presentations:
13.30: Kim Simonsen (comments: Ruth)
14.00: Tim van Gerven (comments: Peter)
14.30: Rasmus Glenthøj and Morten Nordhagen Ottosen: Presentation of the main findings in their new book: *Union eller undergang: Kampen for et forenet Skandinavien* (Gads Forlag/Scandinavian Academic Press, 2021)

15.15: Coffee
15.30-16.30: Article draft presentations
   Ruth (comments: Kim)
   Peter (comments: Anna)

18.30: Dinner